
Host AGM_John says:
Prolog: The Hayden is in orbit around the planet Y'Sorpel. Scans indicate that there are no power installations operative and agriculture is done with the aid of animal power alone. The society seems to be roughly equivalent to 18th century Earth although reports indicate they were an advanced colony.
The planets rotation combined with its unusual "tumbling" axis combine to give the entire surface a climate similar to 30 degrees latitude Earth. Days are 30 hours. Gravity is .95 gee.  The two moons orbit in synchronous opposite orbits so there is always one in the sky.

Host AGM_John says:
and now....

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Young says:
::in the Holodeck having a good time::

Host XO_Gol says:
*CMO*: Doctor, please have a medical team accompany you to the transporter room.

Rev_T`son says:
@::puts on hat and grabs his bible prior to leaving his house ::

CMOLinard says:
*XO* Acknowledged

CEO_Danos says:
::standing at the aft station on the bridge, running a diagnostic on that flight control panel that malfunctioned::

MO_Morgan says:
::in sickbay recounting the supplies::

Host XO_Gol says:
::enters transporter room one::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::walks through one of the underground caverns planting his staff firmly in front of him with each step ... stops to chat with some of his flock::

Rev_T`son says:
@::looks for the right reverend Mr. Tsnga ::

CMOLinard says:
::grabs her medkit and heads for the TR:: MO: Doctor, you're with me....Abbot: You're in charge till I get back

Rick_V says:
@::brings in the hay wagon to be unloaded::

EO_Young says:
::completes the holodeck program, shuts it down, and exits::

MO_Morgan says:
::tries to repress a grin as she follows the CMO to TR::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Right behind ya..

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::stops short growling softly:: T`Son: Yes, Minister?

Rev_T`son says:
@::nods to Rick ::

Rick_V says:
@::waves to Rev  T'son::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::spots the young member of his flock unloading a hay wagon:: T`Son: Ah ... the first harvest of hay from the surface this spring ... a good sign this early ....

EO_Young says:
::heads down to engineering to report in for his duty shift::

Rev_T`son says:
@ Minister  : The Praise of God upon you sir, might I have a word of thee ?

CMOLinard says:
::leads the way to the TR sensing the MO's excitement and smiling to herself::

FC_Triton says:
::walks onto bridge from TL and heads for Helm::

CNS_Tyler says:
::in her quarters quickly jotting down a few notes about her last session::

Host XO_Gol says:
*Cns* You have the bridge.

Rick_V says:
@::whistles for the rest of the family to come and help unload::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@T`Son: One of the few remaining Ministers may always have a word with me. ::finds a place to sit outside of a shop::

EO_Young says:
::arrives in engineering, looks around at who is on duty::

MO_Morgan says:
::refrains from skipping along behind CMO..it really would not be dignified::

Rick_V says:
@::hops down from the wagon and walks towards RevT'son::

Host XO_Gol says:
::accompanying me is Lt. Jexta and Lt. Zaldivar::

CNS_Tyler says:
*XO* Aye Sir, on my way.  :: leaves her quarters and enters lift:: TL: Bridge

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::places his staff firmly in the ground in front of him and stares resolute at T`Son::

CMOLinard says:
::enters TR::

Rev_T`son says:
@::sits with him and slightly below :: Minister: I am always keen of learning as you know, I have studied and have seen many ways we can interpret the words contained within::holds up Bible ::

FC_Triton says:
::realizes he is not where he is supposed to be and runs for TR::

MO_Morgan says:
::steps in TR next to CMO::

CEO_Danos says:
::wonders who was responsible for scheduling this shift, the place seems somewhat empty::

Rick_V says:
@Both: Hello Reverends. I hope I am not interrupting you

CNS_Tyler says:
::Exits lift onto the Bridge::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::nods acknowledging the presence of there holy scripture before looking up at Rick:: Rick: Near my child .... ::struggles to stand:: Rick: What can we do for you?

Rick_V says:
@::stands with his hands behind his back::

FC_Triton says:
::catches up to Danvar and Jexta::XO: reproting for away team sir ::pant pant::

Rev_T`son says:
@ Minister: Does it not say that He helps those who helps himself ? Then why should we not take adavntage of simple techinques that are offered to aid those of our flock in need of succor ?

CEO_Danos says:
::looks up as the counselor enters the bridge::  CNS: do you find it at all odd that our sensor reports show traces of an advanced society, given the current condition on the surface?  I mean, machines don't just dissapear.

Rev_T`son says:
@::rises and looks to Rick ::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::uses his staff for support as he listens to Rick and T`Son:: T`Son: Shush, Minister. Can you not see one of our flock wishes to ask us something.

EO_Young says:
:: checks on the to-do list in engineering::

Host XO_Gol says:
FCO: You sound out of breath.  Is there something wrong?

Rick_V says:
@Rev Tsnga: As you have seen, my crop of hay has been plentiful, but my neighbor, Elijah, has had a bad year. I wish to have a prayer said for him at your services this week.

FC_Triton says:
XO: just sparring with CNS Tyler..sir nothing to worry about.

Rev_T`son says:
@Rick: It is a good thought , we should all pray each night for him

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::nods knowingly and agress silently with T`Son:: Rick: It shall be carried out, my child.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: CEO: Yes, it is rather odd.  I would have expected at least traces of the machinery.

Host XO_Gol says:
::takes place on transporter pad::

Rick_V says:
@Both: I thank you both. I will also spread the word.

EO_Young says:
::recalibration of lateral sensors, replacement of a power coupling, level 3 diagnostic on the main power grid::

FC_Triton says:
::springs onto his pad::

Rick_V says:
@::hears his family call to him::

Host XO_Gol says:
AT: Well, let's see what's going on down there.

Rev_T`son says:
@::bows his head in a short silent prayer ::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: I suppose every planet is entitled to its own little mysteries.

CMOLinard says:
::Steps onto transporter padd next to XO::

FC_Triton says:
::starts winking at CMO::

MO_Morgan says:
::jumps up onto transporter padd behind CMO::

Rick_V says:
@::prays briefly with the reverends::

Host XO_Gol says:
Transporter Chief: Energize.

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::finishes prayers before turning and going back to his seat ...mutters quietly:: T`Son: Many of the farmers are having a fateful year .... I fear we are not living to God's will.  Perhaps keeping the farms on the surface was a mistake.

Host XO_Gol  (Transporter.wav)

EO_Young says:
::grabs his trusty engineering toolkit and heads for the top level in Engineering::

Host AGM_John says:
<TC> Aye

Rick_V says:
@Both: If you would excuse me, I am needed

Rick_V says:
@::turns and walks back to his family::

FC_Triton says:
::finishes winkng at CMO::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::dismisses Rick with a wave of the hand::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: True.  And this will be interesting to try to puzzle out.

CMOLinard says:
::blushes at FC::

Rev_T`son says:
@ Tsnga : It was not a mistake, unless you expect a remanifestation of manna. It would not be well to test God's gifts

Host XO_Gol says:
CMO: Take your medical team and find any injured people.

FC_Triton says:
::takes out Tri-corder and begins scans::

Host XO_Gol says:
FCO: You're with me.

FC_Triton says:
XO: aye sir.

EO_Young says:
::enters the Jefferies Tube from the top engineering level and closes the hatch behind him::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::slowly takes his seat again with a grunt:: T`Son: I see you still have little but worry in your heart .... God will always provide.  Now then, you wished to discuss your personal views of scripture yet again?

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Have any theories been mentioned?

CMOLinard says:
::nods to XO:: yes sir....::waves to med team:: MO/med team: Follow me this way

Host XO_Gol says:
CTO: Assist the doctor and her team.

Rick_V says:
@::helps his family empty the wagon::

Host XO_Gol says:
Jexta says:  XO: Aye sir.

MO_Morgan says:
@::grinning stupidly she follows CMO::

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga : In fact since we gave up on the medical practices we once had , have not our illnesses and deaths piled ever higher as they strive to re learn the old ways ?

CEO_Danos says:
::scans the Engineering duty roster and notes Ensign Young on duty and mutters, almost inaudibly, to himself::  Self: it's gonna take me forever to get used to his weird hours...

CMOLinard says:
@::takes out tricorder searching for life signs::

Host AGM_John says:
<Villager> ::running up excited:: Reverends!!!! There are strangers!!

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Not that I am aware of, though I would guess that either the technology was possessed by offworlders who left and took it with them, or that the current inhabitants are hiding it from us for some reason.

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsgna : In fact , if you consider the passage I have cited already , are we not going against sage advice ?

Rev_Tsnga says:
@T`Son: All of which will end in a year or two when the first groups who have been taught the old ways become proficent in them.  We all knew when you were still in seminary that that would happen ::looks up as someone comes running up::

EO_Young says:
::still crawling down the Jefferies Tube towards one of the lateral sensor power distributors... thinking about his afternoon nap coming up::

Rick_V says:
@::overhears the villager::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::slowly stands and slams his staff down in front of him:: Villager: Who my child?

FC_Triton says:
@XO: Village and caves registering 2 minutes walk course 103 mark 2

Rev_T`son says:
@Villager: They come in peace ?

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::wades forward towards the commotion at the entrance to the caves with T`Son right behind him as always::

Rick_V says:
@::waves his family back to work, and walks towards the villager::

Host AGM_John says:
<Villager> over the ridge, there are about 5 of them

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: Wouldn't they have to have some form of shielding to hide that much machinery.  And if so, wouldn't it show up on scans?

Rev_T`son says:
@::walking behind the Reverend ::

Rick_V says:
@::is very curious about where the strangers came from::

Host AGM_John says:
@T'Son: I do not know sir...::bows::

CMOLinard says:
MO/MT: THis way...::walks toward the village::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The villagers seem withdrawn and afraid. One man stands before them. He is dressed in a long robe and holds a staff. His attention is on the approaching AT.

EO_Young says:
*Bridge* I'm going to have to take the lateral sensor arrays offline for...  maybe 30 minutes, depending on how quickly I can get them recalibrated.

MO_Morgan says:
::glances at MT quickly and then heads towards the village::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: One would think so...::moves to a side console to check some technobabble-strewn engineering subsystem::...but things are rarely as they seem in the history of Starfleet. 

Rev_T`son says:
@::Standing behind and to the right ::

CMOLinard says:
::meets up with rest of AT::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::stands at the front of the crowd of villagers leaning on his staff and slams the end to the ground again ... it echoes and brings the crowd to silence::

CNS_Tyler says:
*Young*  Can this procedure not wait until the AT returns?

Rick_V says:
@::walks close behind the reverends::

FC_Triton says:
::scans for a head count of crowd::

Rev_T`son says:
@::puts hands within the sleeves of his robe ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Dirty children watch fearfully from doorways. Parents hurriedly shoo them away from the AT members. Malnutrition is evident in their features.

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::takes a slow step forward from the crowd and stands to confront the AT::

FC_Triton says:
@XO: I'm showing 200 villagers, most of them hiding.

CEO_Danos says:
::moves to the science console and brings sensors not linked to the lateral arrays online::  CNS: We can try to compensate with our other sensor arrays.

EO_Young says:
*Tyler* Well... it can....  but it might help sensor efficiency.

Rick_V says:
@::sees the strangly dressed people....thinks they must be the strangers the villager spoke of::

Host XO_Gol says:
@FCO: Why would they be hiding?

Host XO_Gol says:
@::arrives at the village::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the AT enters the village

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::holds up his staff vertically in front of him:: AT: Are you the gods foretold in the sacred scriptures?

CMOLinard says:
@XO: They're afraid of us

FC_Triton says:
@XO: wouldn't you hide if your best technology were a shovel and some people just beamed down in front of you?

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Thank you Mr. Danos.  *Young*: Very well, make the needed calibrations.

Host XO_Gol says:
@Rev: Hello, I am Lt. Cmdr. Gol of the USS Hayden, we received your distress call.

Rev_T`son says:
@::thinks if they are Gods then I will burn the book ::

MO_Morgan says:
@::thinks Being a god doesnt sound so bad::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::ignores the introduction and waits for an answer::

Host XO_Gol says:
@Rev: No we are not gods.  We are people just like you.

EO_Young says:
*Tyler* Aye...  taking lateral sensors offline.

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: You're welcome.  ::smiles and wonders if this will count in his favor at his next psych exam::

Rick_V says:
@::wonders what a distress call is::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@XO: Then leave us ... or face the wrathe that is to come.

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga : they are not Gods, but men

FC_Triton says:
::thinks "I wonder of that makes me Loki?::

CMOLinard says:
@::senses suffering from the people  in the village and is anxious to help::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::waits for the AT to turn away::

Host XO_Gol says:
@Rev: But what of the distress call that was sent?

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::turns and glares at T`Son::

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga : Perhaps we should Talk to these and teach them , that they too might find salvation

EO_Young says:
::punches in a few keys and takes the lateral sensors offline::

MO_Morgan says:
@::steps in closer behind CMO... the guy with the big stick was starting to weird her out a bit::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@XO: We have no interest in your lies ... we only wish to live.  You jeorpardize us all with your presence.

FC_Triton says:
@::continues scanning, collecting any and all data::

Rick_V says:
@::steps closer....not realizing he has stepped out of the small crowd::

CMOLinard says:
@Rev: please...we're here to help you..to offer aid

Host XO_Gol says:
@Tsnga: We only wish to help, we understand you suffered greatly at the hands of the Dominion.

EO_Young says:
::takes out a hyperspanner and begins recalibrating the power distributor::

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga: Remember the legend of the flood

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::slams his staff down to the ground with a loud crack of defiance and hears a murmur rise up through the crowd behind him stumbles slightly and clutches his staff::

Rev_T`son says:
@::steps forward to render aid ::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::limply screechs:: T`Son: I do not need to be lectured by the likes of you ..... ::collapses fully into Rick's arms::

CMOLinard says:
@::scans the people in the village::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over the console... taps a few buttons to contine to monitor the AT::

Rick_V says:
@::rushes to hold Rev. Tsnga::

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga: are you alright My Brother ?

FC_Triton says:
@::notices aggressive action of villager with Staff.  Stands ready to grab phaser::

CEO_Danos says:
::watches as the other sensor arrays take over for the lateral array seamlessly, or at least close enough to seamlessly to be reported as such in his log::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: scans show appaling conditions Malnutrition and sickness are rampant

Rick_V says:
@Reverend: Are you OK?

Rev_T`son says:
@::points to Villager :: Get the doctor

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: We can help you, we've brought doctors. Please let them have a look.

MO_Morgan says:
@::watches the byplay until she catches a glimpse of the CMO.. then she starts scannin::

Rick_V says:
@::looks nervously at the strangers::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::looks up at Rick and grasps at his cloak as he is put on the ground:: Rick: Do not let them risk harm to this flock .....

Host AGM_John says:
@<Villager> yes sir::runs off::

EO_Young says:
::pulls out a tricorder and scans the power distributor::

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: I see you carry machines, He would not be cured by such

FC_Triton says:
@CMO: Have you seen this ::shows her scan results::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  How is the rerouting working?

CMOLinard says:
@FC: no what is it?

Rick_V says:
@Gol: Our doctors are very good....we do not need your doctors

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: Will he allow us to help him and the others if we do not use our machines?

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: I think that might be acceptable

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Couldn't be better.  Permission to begin loading shuttles with food, blankets, medkits, if the local population accepts our help?

EO_Young says:
::sees that there is a discrepancy between the tricorder scan and the actual results from the power distributor.....   scratches head::

CMOLinard says:
@::sees the Rev fall, is even more anxious to help::

Rick_V says:
@::looks down at Rev. Tsnga::

FC_Triton says:
@CMO: These people are on the brink of death ::patches his data to her Tricorder::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::lays on the ground a strong breeze kicking up his cloak and splaying it out across the ground::

Host XO_Gol says:
@::turns to Linard and her staff:: CMO: Can you assist them without any equipment?

Rev_T`son says:
@::looks down with concern on his face for the Reverend ::

Host Village_D says:
@::walks to the Rev.::

Rick_V says:
@::says a prayer for the reverend::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: Of course En.. Lt. Danos ::barely catches her mistake::

Host Village_D says:
@Linard: You! Stay away.

CMOLinard says:
@XO: Yes of course I.....::suddenly stops in her tracks::

Rev_T`son says:
@Doctor : Surely you would welcome a chance to compare notes ? New Learning is a gift of the Gods

Rick_V says:
@::looks up at the crowd::All:We should all pray for Rev. Tsnga. He has done so for us, many years.

Host Village_D says:
@T'son: we nead to pray for him

CEO_Danos says:
::nods::  CNS: I'll get right on that Counselor.   ::heads for the OPS station::

Rev_T`son says:
@Doctor: That as well

Host XO_Gol says:
@Village Dr:  Please let us help.

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::breaths heavily on the ground weak and without the ability or strength to get back up::

Host Village_D says:
@Gol: we need none of your meddling

FC_Triton says:
@::whispers::XO: Maybe if we offered to  pray with them...they would let the Dr's work.

CMOLinard says:
@::opens her medkit without them noticing and gets an herbal medicine::

Rev_T`son says:
@ALL: Dearly bloved we have copme to pray for this good man who, by his good works has shown the worthiness of mercy in his time of need

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::whispers silently his mouth moving but no sounds coming out:: Self: What have I done Gods ... what have I failed you in ....

Rick_V says:
@::begins to pray with some of the villagers::

Host XO_Gol says:
@FCO::whispers:: Good idea.

Host XO_Gol says:
@Village Dr: If we pray with you will you let us assist you?

CMOLinard says:
::whispers:: @XO: He's suffering from malnutrition....if I can get him to take this he'll get a little better

Rev_T`son says:
@All: Surely the Gods would want him to work longer among us , so that we may learn more of his wisdom and patience and other goodly traits

CNS_Tyler says:
::continues to monitor the AT's progress::

Host Village_D says:
@Gol: :surprised: Of course you may... but prayers are all he needs

CEO_Danos says:
::taps a few controls on the OPS console and sighs in frustration::  Self: If you want something done...  ::pulls the cover hatch off a panel labeled "Optronic relay"::

Host XO_Gol says:
@::nods to Lt. Cmdr Linard::

Host XO_Gol says:
@AT: Let us pray with these people, that their reverend may be healed.

Rick_V says:
@::looks out at all of those who hang their heads in prayer and smiles inside::

Rev_T`son says:
@All: It was he among others that showed us the error of our ways when the black days came

Host Village_D says:
@T'son: don't you go spreading any of your heresy here young man....

EO_Young says:
::finds the problem and recalibrates the power distributor again::

CMOLinard says:
@::tries to think of a way to get the Rev to take the herb::

FC_Triton says:
@::kneels down in prayer, reciting the rosary::

CEO_Danos says:
::pulls an ODN conduit loose and jumps as it sparks, thinking, "gotta remember to shut those things off first::

MO_Morgan says:
@::wonders if just lowering her head to pray is enough or if she actually has to kneel...::

Rick_V says:
@::whispers:: Rev Tsnga: You will be healed. The gods will hear our prayers for you.

Rev_T`son says:
@All: It was he who showed us the ways in which we had to live that our souls would be cleansed, that we might live a Godly life and a plain one

CNS_Tyler says:
::notices the CEO working with some panel:: CEO: Is anything wrong?

CMOLinard says:
@::kneels next to Rev::

MO_Morgan says:
@::sighs and kneels to pray::

Host XO_Gol says:
@::bows head::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::whispers under his breath a sacred prayer and slowly begins to get to his feet with major help from his staff and from Rick::

CEO_Danos says:
::pulls another conduit loose from the replicator relay, and plugs the transporter conduit into the "output" slot::  CNS: Nothing much, just a little burn. 

Rick_V says:
@::helps Rev. Tsnga to his feet::

Host Village_D says:
@All: see? he recovers!

Rev_T`son says:
@All: His works are not yet completed , , his victory not yet won , and as such the Gods will not take us from us

EO_Young says:
::rescans the power distributor and sees that it's in alignment::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO: Are you sure?  It looked to have quite a charge.

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::leans heavily upon Rick .... looks at the newcomers and whispers to Rick::

Rev_T`son says:
@::looks up and smiles at the Reverends recovery ::

CMOLinard says:
@::still senses the Rev is very weak::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::glares slowly and steadily at T`Son knowing this sign of weakness will be used to further supplant his seat of power over the Ministers::

Host XO_Gol says:
@::raises head::

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga: Brother best you rest a while. Shall I see if I can spread the word to those who prayed with us ?

EO_Young says:
::crawls down the Jefferies Tube, down a shaft, along another length of Tube, to another lateral sensor power distributor::

Rick_V says:
@Rev. Tsnga: You have words for us?

CEO_Danos says:
::plugs the replicator conduit into the transporter "input" slot, and frowns as all of the lights on the panel go out...only to come back on, just like new a few seconds later::  CNS: And if I had been touching it I'd be at the mercy of our wondferfully caring medical staff right now.

FC_Triton says:
@::finishes his prayer and stands,  Continues scanning for machinery::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::shoves T`Son weakly away with his staff:: T`Son: Heretic ... so long as I live I will not allow you to take this flock away from the path ....

Host XO_Gol says:
@Tsnga: Please allow our doctor to give you an herb, which should further strengthen you.

Rev_Tsnga says:
@Rick: No ..... I must rest ..... please, take me to my chambers.

Rev_T`son says:
@Tsnga: I ??? Take away the flock ?

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::glares hard at Gol his bushy eyebrows furrowing and showing his meaning clearly::

Rick_V says:
@Rev Tsnga: Yes Reverend ::begins to escort the reverend::

CMOLinard says:
@Tsnga: it comes from the earth...it will restore your strength

Rick_V says:
@::nods for the village doctor to follow::

Host XO_Gol says:
@::sees that Tsnga will be difficult to win the trust of::

Rev_T`son says:
@::sighs:: Gol : I must appologise, he suspects me of apostosy , That I would bring back the creations of the devils , the machines

EO_Young says:
::checks with his tricorder and sees that this power distributor is in alignment::

Host Village_D says:
@:;follows Tsnga::

EO_Young says:
::heads off along the corridor and up the Jefferies tube... ends up behind the science station on the bridge::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  I see.  How are the repairs coming?

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::comes to a stop outside his door and turns to address the crowd and the doctor:: All: My flock, these people are evil.  They do not come from among us! ::raises his staff:: They must not damage the covenant we have suffered so long to protect ...... ::turns and slowly enters his chambers::

Rick_V says:
@Rev Tsnga: Do not worry....my family will stand beside you. I will make sure others will do the same as well

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: No apology is necessary, we respect the wishes of others.  If anyone wants our assistance we would be glad to help.

CEO_Danos says:
::gently places the panel back on the "Optronic Relay" panel with the utmost care, which still makes an incredibly loud noise, cringes and returns to the console::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: I've completed my work.  I am going to use the cargo transporters to replicate relief supplies.

Rick_V says:
@Village Doc: Rev Tsnga was not so ill, until the strangers came here. We should be careful of their disease

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: <whispers> We are a world in trouble, he cannot see that the old ways will not work , we are too few to live the life he thought once existed

CNS_Tyler says:
::turns at the sound of the noise, but notices that Danos doesn't look concerned::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::closes the door slowly behind him offerring a prayer to Rick before shutting him out ... goes to his bed:: Self: I just need to rest ... I need to summon my strength what is still to be done .... ::mutters softly as he climbs into his cot::

EO_Young says:
::scans the power distributor and sees that it's out of alignment...  pulls out his hyperspanner::

FC_Triton says:
@XO: Even on the surface scans are showing NO   signs of any advanced tech.

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Thank you, carry on Mr. Danos.

Host Village_D says:
@:kneels next to Tsnga and prays::

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: Are there those who would not oppose treatment?

Host XO_Gol says:
@FCO: Thank you.

Rick_V says:
@::walks back to the villagers::

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: ::motions a distance away :: There are those who would welcome it, but he has means of enforcing his wishes

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son:  Our records indicate your people once had some advanced equipment, what happened?

EO_Young says:
::begins recalibrating the power distributor behind the science station on the bridge::

Rick_V says:
@::listens to Rev T'son and Gol speak::

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: I am not sure::grins :; I was buried in books at the time... I heard something of a technological disaster though, made the survivors willing to listen to his talk

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::completely asleep his lips still move in silent prayer as he lays stretched on his cot ... his dreams turn to what is to come and he begins to see visions of the future of his world ... a paradise where his flock lives in harmony with the environment::

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: I don't suppose you know what the local population eats, do you?

FC_Triton says:
@::whispers::XO: sir perhaps we should continue this converstion in private, so that we don't appear to "contaminate" T'son anymore.

CMOLinard says:
@Rick: I see your people are very sick

Rick_V says:
@::scowls at them both and turns to the villagers::

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: if you'll lead us to those who would like treatment we will help them.

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: Later we had a one sided battle with some who flew in from out there someplace ... we retreated furthur

EO_Young says:
::completes his scan with his tricorder... finds it's still not in alignment::

Rick_V says:
@All: Turn these strangers away!! They will only bring us grief!!

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  From the files I've seen, I would think a variety of vegetables and grains.

Rick_V says:
@CMO: I am not ill. Do not come to me or my family

CMOLinard says:
@::follows Rick:: Rick: How do you know that?

Host XO_Gol says:
@::nods in agreement with Lt. Zaldivar::

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: Is there somewhere more private we can speak?

EO_Young says:
::looks at the power distributor.... kicks it.... scans it...  ::

CEO_Danos says:
::smiles::  CNS: Vegetarian menu it is.  Just didn't want to poison them as part of a relief mission.

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: Do you know of any race that has people who have the skin of a lizard ?

Rick_V says:
@All: Go and pray that these people leave us soon!!

MO_Morgan says:
@::steps closer to CMO and says quietly::  CMO: Maybe if we can see some of the more willing members of the village the others will see that we aren't going to hurt them?

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol; This way ::leads::

EO_Young says:
::smiles as the scans show that the power distributor is now in alignment::

Host Village_D says:
Action: the few villagers left watching walk slowly away

Host XO_Gol says:
@::follows T'son motioning for the AT to follow as well::

CMOLinard says:
@MO: I agree...but not with this guy turning us away

Rev_T`son says:
@::goes down a crevice leading to an open door of a bunker ::

MO_Morgan says:
@::sighs and watches the villagers walking away, feeling frustrated::

Rick_V says:
@::turns and glares at the strangers:: AT: You should go. There is nothing here for you.

EO_Young says:
*Computer* Reinitialize the lateral sensor array.

MO_Morgan says:
@CMO: but we have to do something

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: Yes, there are a few.  But I beleive you would be referring to the Jem'Hadar.

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::his dreams turn to prophecy and he recalls the story of the ones who would come from the sky and would love them as their own .... would comfort them and clothe his people ... would warm them and feed them .... then leave taking many with ..... they would be turned loose and ravaged again by the will of God::

CMOLinard says:
@Rick: you're wrong...there is plenty here for us....your people are sick...you can let us help.

Rev_T`son says:
@:::picks up a holocube that contains a picture of a Cardassian and hands it to Gol:: Recognize this race ?

EO_Young says:
*Bridge* The lateral sensor array is now online.

Host XO_Gol says:
@T'son: Yes, these are Cardassians.

Rick_V says:
@::feels his unapproval of Rev T'son speaking with the strangers.....tries not to feel that way towards the reverend, but can not help it::

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods to the CEO... then opens a channel to the AT:: *XO* Commander Gol, Have you thought of the ramifications of helping these people and how it may be affected by the prime directive?  I think we should discuss this.

CEO_Danos says:
::sends an order for a few tons of assorted grains and vegetables to the central replicator files, and from there to the cargo bay transporters::

Rev_T`son says:
@::nods:: those were the ones

Rick_V says:
@CMO: Heal your own people. We have our own ways to heal ourselves

FC_Triton says:
@::begins taking scans of T'sons quarters::

CMOLinard says:
@Rick: Then why are your people still sick and dying?

MO_Morgan says:
@::watching CMO arguing with Rick, she glances towards retreating villagers and wonders how much trouble she would get in if she followed...::

Rev_T`son says:
@::opens locker which contains a few advanced devices ::

EO_Young says:
::makes his way down the Jefferies Tube to the access hatch on Deck 3::

Rick_V says:
@CMO: Our gods have their ways of keeping our population down.....if we grow in numbers, we could starve

Host XO_Gol says:
*Cns* These people were originally settlers from the Federation, I do not think they would fall under the Prime Directive.

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: I am worried, he means well, but our people are dying, the death rate is soaring , for his ego and "God's Will "

MO_Morgan says:
@::slowly steps back from CMO and rest of away team and closer to the villagers:::

FC_Triton says:
@::shows XO results of scan showing equipment, quickly::

CMOLinard says:
@Rick: we have ways to help so your people won't starve....::looks at the hungry children::

Rick_V says:
@::notices Morgan:: Morgan: You should stay with your people

Host Village_D says:
Action: a small group of villager jump out and knock out the MO and drag her off

Host XO_Gol says:
@::views results:: T'son: Would you be willing to go back to our ship to talk in privacy?

CEO_Danos says:
::sends a request to the central replicator files for enough blankets and such for a small town::

EO_Young says:
::exits the Jefferies Tube on Deck 3 and makes his way to a turbolift::

Rick_V says:
@CMO: All you bring is trouble....leave now!

Rev_T`son says:
@Gol: If it would aid my people I would go anywhere even to Tsgna's Hell itself

CNS_Tyler says:
*XO* If they have pulled away from the Federation and no longer follow it's standards, would we not have to abide by the Prime Directive?

MO_Morgan says:
@::is in la-la land::

CMOLinard says:
@::turns around but MO is gone:: self: what the....?

Rick_V says:
@::turns and rushes off to his family to warn them::

CMOLinard says:
@::is suddenly alone in the crowd::

EO_Young says:
::reports in to engineering::

Host XO_Gol says:
*Cns* Beam us up, we will have one guest coming along as well.

CEO_Danos says:
::looks at the current shuttle complement to see if there are sufficient type 6 shuttles to ferry the materials down to the surface::

Rev_Tsnga says:
@::wakes suddenly with a start:: Self: Something has happened ....

CNS_Tyler says:
*XO* Aye sir  ::activates transporter.. retrieving all members of the AT except the MO::

FC_Triton says:
::set tricorder down in a hidden sections of T'son's quarters, setting it to scan outside his area and transmit to the Hayden continuously::

Host Village_D  (Transporter.wav)

Host Village_D says:
<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



